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The digital video mode 24p captures imagery more nearly the way motion picture cameras do. It opens up a world of possibilities for digital filmmakers. But aspiring to 'film-look video' involves more than just flipping a switch on your camera. The authors share the secrets of Hollywood-style production so you can give your movie a truly polished, commercial look. You won't need to beg major studios for financing to finally turn your movie into a reality. At last, you'll be able to make your film, your way. "24P: Make Your Digital Movies Look Like Hollywood" is packed with tips and advice for making the most of this incredible technology. It includes an 8-page color insert and offers an insider's view of the complete chronological sequence of professional film-style production, carefully examining how to apply the new technology from the craftsman who is most involved in or most responsible for each phase -- from the producer and cinematographer to the director and editor. . 

       About the Author
 Pete Shaner is a motion-picture write-director who has written and directed two independent features: Lover's Knot (starring Billy Campbell, Jennifer Grey, and Tim Curry) and Nicolas, a supernatural thriller (the first independent feature ever shot in 24P HD). In addition, he co-wrote and directed the second unit for the action movies Shootfighter and Shootfighter II. He also has written for the TV series JAG and worked as the on-set technical advisor for A Few Good Men. He teaches DV production and techniques at UCLA Extension. Gerald Everett Jones has written more than 20 books on computer and business subjects, including PMP Certification for Dummies, Easy Photoshop Elements and How to Lie with Charts. His screenplay Ballpoint, a comedy about the outrageous huckster who promoted the ballpoint pen in 1945, was among ten projects to be accepted into the Screenwriter's Lab of Independent Feature Project/West. He is a past director of the Independent Writers of Southern California (IWOSC) and is a member of the Dramasists Guild and the Writers Guild of America. He has professional expertise in computer graphics, industrial video, and website development and served as writer and executive producer of the InnRoom Shopping Network, a private TV channel in luxury hotels.
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Programming and Problem Solving with Visual Basic .NETJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2002
Programming and Problem Solving with Visual Basic .NET introduces Visual Basic from an object-oriented viewpoint, with a rigor and accessibility perfect for students learning their first programming language. Rich in the pedagogical style that is the trademark of the Dale series of programming texts, this Visual Basic text provides...
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Enterprise Software Delivery: Bringing Agility and Efficiency to the Global Software Supply ChainAddison Wesley, 2012

	Globalization, rapid technology churn, and massive economic shifts have made it more difficult than ever to deliver high-value enterprise software.


	 


	In   Enterprise Software Delivery,   IBM Distinguished Engineer Alan W. Brown guides...
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End-To-End E-Business Transaction Management Made Easy (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2003
This Redbook will help you install, tailor, and configure the new Tivoli Monitoring for Transaction Performance Version 5.2, which will assist you in determining the business performance of e-business transactions.

This IBM Redbook will help you install, tailor, and configure the new IBM Tivoli Monitoring for Transaction Performance...
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Web Portfolio Design and ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Description Scholars and students are searching for information on what a Web portfolio is, what it is not, what to put into a Web portfolio, and what technical skills are needed to succeed in the process. Web Portfolio Design and Applications provides a combination of theory, pedagogy, and practice to help enable faculty and students across...
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English Grammar for DummiesFor Dummies, 2001

	A few years ago, a magazine sponsored a contest for the comment most likely to end a conversation. The winning entry? "I teach English grammar." Just throw that line out at a party; everyone around you will clam up or start saying "whom."


	Why does grammar make everyone so nervous? Probably because English...
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Practical API Design: Confessions of a Java Framework ArchitectApress, 2008
You might think more than enough design books exist in the programming world already. In fact, there are so many that it makes sense to ask why you would read yet another. Is there really a need for yet another design book? In fact, there is a greater need than ever before, and Practical API Design: Confessions of a Java Framework...
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